
Walking Away

Stephen Marley

This is, it's not your ordinary type of love song, matter of fact I mean every word I say.Wait and me show love 
but my heart is free,

Telling me something I mostly agree,
This little lesson I'm learning real well, well

well well wellPass through the country where we used to live,
All of those people,

their blessing to
give,

Trying to give in their truth and right,
Well well well wellAnd I say, and its easier to say whats to hard to do,

Good things to one another,
I should have done for you,

And it's hard to say when it's easy to do,
bad things to one another,

Like I did to you,
And I saw you walking away,
My soul was crying that day,

Never knew love was this way,
Whoa well well well,And I see you walking away,

My heart goes crying each day,
Never knew love was this way,

Yeah, and then you say,It's so easy,
To say what's hard to do,

Good things, good things, good things,
I'd love to do for you,

It's hard to say,
When it's easy to do,

Bad things, bad things, bad things,
I couldn't do to you,

Wait and me show love but my heart is free,
Telling me something I mostly agree,

This little lesson I'm learning real well,
Well well well wellPass through the country where we used to live,

All of those people,
their blessing to

give,
Trying to give in their truth and right,

Well well well wellAnd I saw you walking away,
My soul was crying that day,
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Never knew love was this way,
Whoa well well well,And I see you walking away,

My heart goes crying each day,
Never knew love was this way...
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